KIDS GAME INSTRUCTIONS
TIC-TAC-TOE
1.
2.

The player takes the three plastic softballs and pitches them onto the tic-tac-toe insert.
If the player gets three balls in a row, (either diagonal, horizontal, or vertical) he/she wins.

PLINKO
Place the PLINKO coin flat at the top of the insert against the back wall so that it will drop behind the clear
plastic front cover.
1. Release the PLINKO coin, allowing it to bounce down through the various pins in the insert.
2. The player wins the prize associated to the colored pocket where the coin lands.

COLORS
Option 1
1. The player takes the three plastic softballs and throws them at the different colors on the insert.
2. The player wins the top prize if they get three matching colors. The next level prize is awarded for
two matching colors. The consolation prize is awarded for no matching colors.
Option 2
1. The player pitches one, plastic softball. The prize is awarded based on the color covered.

RING TOSS
1.
2.
3.

Prizes are assigned to each color on game board.
Player tosses rings until one ring goes over a peg.
Player wins prize associated to color under winning ring.

COLOR WHEEL
Option 1:
1. Assign prizes to each of the colors on the wheel. The top prize is assigned to the white space.
2. Player spins wheel and wins prize associated with color where the clicker stops.
Option 2:
1. Player selects the color where the clicker will stop.
2. If wheel stops on that color, player wins large prize.

SIX CATS
Setup:
Metal arms go over top/backsid & slip into two screws on back of game.
Rules:
1.
2.

The player pitches three beanbags at the cats on the insert.
If player knocks down three or more, they are a winner.
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